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300 Insurers from AIG, Aviva, Allianz, Helvetia, XL Catlin and Chubb Meet
in London to Debate AI for Analytics, Pricing, Claims and Marketing

300 attendees are scheduled to meet in London next month for the Insurance AI & Analytics
Europe Summit, taking place on October 9-10 at the Hilton Tower Bridge. Representatives
from AIG, Aviva, Allianz, Helvetia, XL Catlin, Chubb, Generali, Groupama, Zurich and more
are confirmed to attend.

London, UK (PRWEB UK) 8 September 2017 -- This is the largest AI conference specifically for insurance and
with 80% of attendees coming from insurance companies, it has quickly become the premier learning and
networking opportunity for AI experts from across the insurance ecosystem.

The event will focus on how AI and Machine learning is transforming insurance companies and driving
operational efficiencies, especially within analytics, pricing, claims and marketing. Delegates are senior level
data, strategy and innovation experts mainly from general insurance, with life and health and commercial
insurance also represented.

“With so many insurers at this event it’s a fantastic chance to network with other people who are facing the
same challenges as you when it comes to AI and machine learning. Ultimately, you’ll find out how AI is asset
to transform your business” said Helen Raff, event Director.

Over 30 speakers will be sharing their experience with machine learning and AI, representing leading insurance
companies from Europe, Asia and North America. Delegates will be able to:

• Explore how AI is revolutionising operations by reducing turn-around times, lowering costs and improving
productivity with the Chief Innovation Officer for MetLife, the Head of Business Analytics for Helvetia and the
Head of Claims Operations for Swiss Re

• Listen to the VP of Casualty Claims for AIG as he’s joined by speakers from Munich Re, Zurich and
Gjensidige, as they demonstrate the value of AI to fast-track claims, reduce handling costs, whilst keeping
customers happy

• Discover how to reap the rewards of AI in pricing and underwriting with the Head of Data Science for LV=,
the Head of Predictive Analytics for Argo Group and the Head of Pricing for NFU Mutual

• Analytics experts from Groupama and La Mutuelle Générale meet with the MD of Connected Solutions from
RAC and Dan Fiehn, CIO of Markerstudy as they discuss how AI is driving efficiencies in the customer
journey and transforming the customer experience

For more information, visit the event website: http://events.insurancenexus.com/insuranceanalyticseu/

Attendees include: Direct Line Group, KLP Skadeforsikring, AXA, Admiral Group, BNP Paribas Cardif, Alka
Insurance, SCOR Global Life, Aon, PZU, Topdanmark, Tryg, Munich Re, PartnerRe, Fidelidade, LV=, RSA,
Gjensidige, Argo Group, SpareBank, MetLife Asia, Swiss Re, Munich Re, La Mutuelle Generale, Markerstudy,
NFU Mutual, RAC, LV=, Co-Operators General Insurance Company.
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Over the 2 days, delegates will gain a strategic view of the evolution of analytics into AI. Speakers will explore
how to gain buy-in from the workforce, structure your business to get the most from AI, adapt to regulations
and manage data effectively.

“AI is taking the insurance world by storm and Insurance Nexus are poised to provide the contacts and
knowledge needed to implement this practically” said James Vincent, GM, Insurance Nexus.

Plus, in-depth sessions will shine the spotlight into the potential of AI in core areas: Enhancing product design
and customer experience, fast-tracking and automating claims, driving competitive underwriting and pricing,
and mitigating against fraud.

For more information, including a detailed agenda and the attendee list, visit the event website:
http://events.insurancenexus.com/insuranceanalyticseu/

Contact:
Helen Raff
Head of Content
Insurance Nexus
Tel: +44 (0) 207 375 7582
Toll Free: 1 800 814 3459 ext 7582
helen.raff(at)insurancenexus(dot)com
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Contact Information
Zsofia Kulcsar
zsofia.kulcsar@insurancenexus.com
http://events.insurancenexus.com/insuranceanalyticseu/
+44 2073757582

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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